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She was a beautiful doelike child, with an intense, graceful fragility.miracle treatments," But Anne-
Marie began to turn inward. So when her litttle lady lost some of the terms she had acquired,
cried inconsolably, and showed no curiosity in anyone around her, Catherine Maurice had taken
her to doctors who gave her a devastating diagnosis: autism.Within their desperate battle to
save their daughter, the Maurices plunged into a medical nightmare of false hopes, " In her first
year, she picked up words, smiled and laughed, and learned to walk. and infuriating
recommendations that Anne-Marie's autism was in some way their fault. Finally, Anne-Marie was
preserved by an intensive behavioral therapy.I WANT TO Hear Your Tone of voice is a mother's
illuminating account of just how one family triumphed over autism. It really is an absolutely
unforgettable book, as beautifully written as it is helpful. -- Library JournalA vivid and uplifting
tale ." A lifeline to family members in similar conditions. . . -- Kirkus Reviews"Outstanding ."
Heartfelt . . . Offers brand-new strength to parents who won't give up their autistic children. . ."
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Good Book! At the time, you might have fit my understanding of autism onto the top of a pin. I've
read a few of the other evaluations of this book and overall trust some of the issues raised
(hours of very strict ABA to make an autistic child 'regular' at all costs, dismissing special
passions as 'perseverations', etc. It didn't make them "normal" in virtually any capacity. I've two
children on the spectrum and we got them the same ABA therapy referred to in the book, before
these were three. Very informative information; Parents were left with their own devices to
accomplish the best they could and, even if I disagree on some points, who out there might start
from square one like this and still have the ability to come up with every solution, something we
still haven't managed today? Offering this book as a gift would be probably the most thoughtful
issues you could ever do. I've seen kids that make tremendous improvement in functioning,
however, I've hardly ever witnessed a child going from totally autistic to totally not-autistic in the
period of about two or three years. I'm not really saying the analysis wasn't right (although there
do seem to be a subset of kids who do some really classically autistic factors as toddlers and yet
do not end up being autistic,) just that I don't think this is typical, actually with the best therapy
programs.. yet the book sounds like it was written by a PhD level Child Psychiatrist Whoever
wrote this reserve has incredible written abilities. We may have refined our strategy since that
time, but this realization was a significant moment in treatment history. Must read Amazing book
for families with an autistic child. I have a child with Down syndrome and wanted to learn more
about ABA. This book was recommended by a field professional. As mothers of kids with special
requirements we are able to all relate to the knowledge of navigating the field to discover
medicine and therapy in our desire to do the best for our munchkins (whatever the diagnosis).
Nor would we treatment, as she emerged into the light of human loving,and lifted her blue-green
eye into ours. This publication sheds light on that extremely real experience and was an excellent
introduction for me to ABA. Overall, a very informative read about autism. Highly recommended.
Our experiences frequently include opening our homes to assistance from strangers and trusting
that they know very well what they're doing. The entire book is certainly dated and misleading.
This publication presents arguments about the scientific strategy of dealing with autism while
singing about the triumph of the human being soul. Excellent resource for parents of children
with autism Every parent with a recently diagnosed child NEEDS this book. Exceptional source
for creating a home ABA therapy system for a child with autism. Personally, i have a 7-year old
son with severe autism which book has been perfectly loved in our home. however, I thought it
was a touch too wordy. As an ABA therapist, this book moved me to tears, and gave me the extra
"force" to be my all for the families that I function with/for. A great read..! I WANT TO HEAR YOUR
VOICE was one of several books I purchased on Amazon and the first one I read after they
arrived.My son's diagnosis remaining me utterly devastated.. I was buoyed by the simple fact
that recovery Can be done and this book served as a roadmap for me personally. I had also
purchased Making a Difference: Behavioral Intervention for Autism - also by Catherine Maurice
and began my very own ABA program at home while awaiting my son's admission right into a
Particular Ed preschool system. Reminds me of the real story "Lorenzo's Essential oil' and the
fierce like and dedication of a Mom and dad who will not accept not 'recovery' on her behalf
children. nevertheless, I thought it had been .ABA is not the only treatment or cure and it is not
for every child, but I believe it can bring about improvements that otherwise wouldn't normally
occur spontaneously. As the book is a strong advocate of ABA, it really is a wonderful reserve to
read for those who are new to the world of Autism.I will say that, having caused a large number
of autistic children, We find the recovery aspect of the tale highly unusual. I believe the book
promises 47% may become normal if put through ABA young. At that point in time there weren't



the online support groups, the many autism companies, the plethora of well-known therapies
from Floortime to Affective Based Vocabulary to RDI, or generally much knowing of what autism
was at all. Now, significantly less than 24 months later, his rating on the CARS is usually in the
non-autistic range. By the time I finished reading this reserve, I felt somebody had fired up the
light so I could begin to discover my way.Overall, I applaud this book simply because a touching
story of a family's strength and mainly because a breakthrough in people's thinking about autism
treatment. Very informative information; A great read. Poetic and scientific. Three Stars Well
written, however I was looking to find out more for a mature child. Five Stars extremely
interesting and helpful Autism - the fight of your life and your child's Excellent book on the horror
of Autism. Poignantly and brilliantly written by a Mother of two of her three children who had
been diagnosed early and the 'war' she fought on her behalf children. By the time my son began
school 2 weeks later on, the teachers and therapists were thinking why he'd been identified as
having PDD as he was markedly different from other PDD kids. “Whatever neurological processes
had been reactivated in her human brain, whatever chemical imbalance had been corrected, we'd
probably never know. Tales such as this one helped more people to see that there are methods
to work with and teach autistic kids. In my own children's classes I have seen 0% become normal
by any contemporary requirements. I have no idea many stay at home mothers who can
compose like this. No coincidence that the publication is usually one big sales page for Doctors
who were pitching ABA therapy in its infancy, back in the 90's when this is written.”--Catherine
Maurice, “Permit Me Hear Your Voice: A Family’s Triumph over Autism”An exquisite masterpiece
of design and science, written through the important zoom lens of the researcher with the lyrical
pen of the poet. I wouldn't recommend it to anyone who wasn't searching for a miracle get rid of
just how this book would lead inexperienced people to believe exists. Initial released in 1993, and
at that time the author is searching back in its history by several years, therefore the actual
events probably occurred in the mid to past due eighties.) but I wish to point out that book was
first written years ago. I've seen very few adjustments that wouldn't have occurred naturally with
time. If I had not read this reserve, it is doubtful I would have acquired the data of autism I will
have - this book was a primer for the type of education I hope NO parent requirements, but if they
do, LET ME HEAR YOUR VOICE is the place to start. I guess my children didn't make the lower.
Engaging and Inspiring I began my journey in to the world of autism when my 3-year-old son was
identified as having PDD..or the other kids within their classes who've not become "normal"
previously 7 years that I've observed them all. I really believe Catherine Maurice was a stay in the
home mom at the time, yet the publication appears like it was compiled by a PhD level Kid
Psychiatrist.
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